Next time you are outside, look at what makes up the landscapes in your neighborhood and all of the things that help them grow! Label the different parts of Captain Landscape’s yard using the below key.

1. **PLANTS**: Plants are full of color and make the outdoors beautiful!
2. **TREES**: Trees are the tallest parts of landscapes and provide homes to animals like birds and squirrels as well as oxygen to help us breathe!
3. **MULCH**: Mulch acts like a protective jacket for plant roots to help them stay healthy.
4. **SOIL**: Soil provides plants with nutrients, just like food helps us grow tall and strong.
5. **POLLENATORS**: Pollinators, like birds, butterflies, and bats feed on flowers they find in our yards.
6. **LANDSCAPE PROFESSIONALS**: Landscape professionals create and care for lawns, parks and sports fields where we play.

**WHAT MAKES UP A LANDSCAPE?**

The sun, air, insects and rain all play an important part in helping landscapes grow and blossom. My partner Flora Fantastic and I are landscape professionals who create landscapes with our own hands! We are lucky because we get to work outside almost every day making things beautiful and helping children, parents, pets and their communities become healthier.

**EXPLORE THE OUTDOORS AND LEARN ABOUT YOUR LANDSCAPE.**

Living landscapes are beautiful outdoor places where we live, play and work. They are made up of grass, flowers, bushes and trees. Landscapes make the outdoors beautiful and help our environment so people can enjoy being outside with their friends and family!
If you like being outside and enjoy helping others, maybe you can create landscapes like Flora Fantastic and Captain Landscape one day!

**DRAW YOUR FAVORITE LANDSCAPE**

**LEARN YOUR LANDSCAPE WORD FIND**

Find these words.

```
HZYSPIGRDRT
QRGRYRRLLQRIR
OEZAEENIAE
MHSDGWTOE
QSIIXXSOITS
EPACSDNALY
FORETAWPGF
ZYHNUGIBVZ
JLOEOBUHCJ
PLANTSCLUDIN
```

AIR
FLOWERS
GRASS
LANDSCAPE
OUTSIDE
PLANTS
PRETTY
SOIL
TREES
WATER

Want to learn more about your landscape and how to be like Captain Landscape and Flora Fantastic? Head to [LOVEYOURLANDSCAPE.ORG](http://LOVEYOURLANDSCAPE.ORG)